Abstract. This paper describes Miracle3D team and the developments by the we did. It also describes the changes of the architecture of the Miracle3D team. In addition, it includes researches about Role Assignment in Miracle3D.

1 Introduction

Miracle3D is a simulation soccer 3D team was established in 2012, and attended several competitions. Miracle 3D simulation robot soccer team participated in the 2012 ChinaOpen competition for the first time. Miracle3D get Anhui Robocup3D championship in 2013, the same year, get Robocup3D national first prize in China and Robocup3D IranOpen2014 the final eight. Miracle3D get Anhui Robocup3D bronze in 2014 and got fourth in RoboCup China Open 2014 3D Simulation Soccer, we got the 7th in RoboCup China Open 2015. And we got the 7th in Robocup 2016 Simulation 3D.

There are some problems with our team code. These problems are what we are studying. We haven't found the good solution for some problems, such as the precise positioning of robot and ball(particle filter for localization), Long-Distance Kicking, the fastest walks. We are constantly improving our code, but we still have many problems that can't be resolved in short time. So we decided to refer to the base code UT Austin Villa released. In order to speed up to development of the team, and focus on multiagent system research. now, we are using the base code UT Austin Villa released for research, the base code released on github: https://github.com/LARG/utaustinvilla3d , and added strategies in the code.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a overview of UT Austin Villa RoboCup 3D Simulation Base Code Release is given. Section 3 introduce our team architecture. Section 4 introduce team’s role assignment. The future works is in Section 5.

2 Overview

UT Austin Villa RoboCup 3D Simulation Base Code Release is highly modular and provides us with the flexibility to modify and develop easily. The following features are included in the release: [1]
* Omnidirectional walk engine based on a double inverted pendulum model [2]
* skill description language for specifying parameterized skills/behaviors
* Getup (recovering after having fallen over) behaviors for all agent types
* A couple basic skills for kicking one of which uses inverse kinematics [3]
* Sample demo dribble and kick behaviors for scoring a goal
* World model and particle filter for localization
* Kalman filter for tracking objects
* All necessary parsing code for sending/receiving messages from/to the server
* Communication system previously provided for drop-in player challenges 4
* An example behavior/task for optimizing a kick

3 Team Architecture

The low layer comprises a communication module and a receiving execution module. It acts as the last level of the structure layer, and its role is server communication, its function includes two aspects: sending and receiving, as a receiver, the communication module needs to obtain information from the server, send a message to the world after the analytical model; as the transmitter, Agent decision feedback to Server through the communication module, information parsed once again passed to the world model, the world model is updated according to the information from the communication module.

The skills layer is also the basic action layer, the player's basic movements and skills was defined in this layer, such as walking, shooting, positioning, intercepting etc. The skills layer is the basis of the whole decision-making layer, and it is the bridge between the low layer and decision layer. But whether it is the analysis of the message, or visual positioning will have a deviation, which would impact the decision-making, we need to use the relevant algorithm to reduce the impact of errors. The decision layer is equivalent to the human brain, which is responsible for coordinating the team strategy, according to the world situation and make different stations, pass, dribble etc.

Fig. 1. Team Architecture of Miracle3D
4 Role Assignment

There are many ways for Role Assignment, such as Scaleable Collision-avoiding Role Assignment with Minimal-makespan (SCRAM) role assignment functions[3], Prioritized Role Assignment for Marking[4], Multi-robot dynamic role assignment based on path cost[5]. Now, there is an idea make us using a simple way for role assignment. We assign agents to the position determined by the ball’s position. In the following figures, three red circle agents follow the ball, four yellow circle agent go to the position relate to ball.

Fig. 2. role assignment by ball’s position

Fig. 3. role assignment
5 Future Works

Now many teams have their own ways to optimize the kick action. They can kick the ball far away, the action is completed in a short time. We are studying the action of robot kicking: selecting a kick point on the ball, planning the trajectory. We aim to implement dynamic role assignment, we also implement the kick trajectory based on bessel curves [5] [6] and optimize the kick action based on EMA-ES [6][7].
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